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It’s the summer of 1984 in Schmalenstedt, right in the middle of Holsteinische Schweiz,
the “little Switzerland” of Holstein on the coast of the Baltic sea. 17-year-old Malte
Ahrens, who goes by the name of “Roddy Dangerblood”, lives with his leftwing parents
in a farmhouse, is in the middle of his ceramics apprenticeship and has just discovered
“punk”, which has finally made its way, with some delay, to Schmalenstedt.
Living “punk” between fields and forests and hanging out drinking by the fire in their
forest hideout talking about music and bands is not the only thing that defines the
lives of Roddy and his friends. They are also involved in public provocations and scuffles
with the other farm boys, which is met with disapproval and incomprehension by Roddy’s
parents. “This is what you call punk?” his father asks as Roddy comes home bruised and
beaten from a fight.
When the four friends are invited to a party, they ask themselves how to score with
the girls. “We’ll make music, we’ll start a band!” comes their brilliant idea and when,
after a long search, they finally decide on a band name, “Warhead”, their euphoria knows
no bounds.
At about the same time, Roddy meets Maria and falls head over heels in love with her.
The band rehearsals turn out to be more difficult than they had imagined, and their
first concert is a total disaster. Then after his friends completely thrash Maria’s party,
she doesn’t want to have anything to do with him anymore.
Despite the consolation and support he gets from the rather odd barkeeper Paul
Mascher, Roddy soon realizes that the band is heading for an inevitable breakup and
he senses the loss of his friendships. But then Roddy meets his neighbor Schwaster and
finally manages to find his own definition of punk and with it a piece of freedom.
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DIRECTOR’S COMMENT

CAST
Roddy Dangerblood

CECIL VON RENNER
I firmly believe in the existence of a provincial identity that exists even today. This
feeling of not having your finger quite on the pulse of the times, not quite belonging
to the coolest of the cool, when you live on the periphery this feeling is still very
much present today. And the Internet can’t change that. In this respect, the story of
DORFPUNKS, the main figure’s urge to break free and take off, is absolutely universal
and contemporary.
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At the same time, the attitudes of early punk – which arrived in Schmalenstedt a few
years late – impressed me immensely. I wanted to show the passionate, hedonistic
and funny side of Punk. We also wanted to bring the music of the times into the film:
Buzzcocks, Stranglers, Slime, Fehlfarben and many more other bands that were important to us.
DORFPUNKS is also a Heimat film. The hilly moraine landscape, the proximity to the
shallow waters of the Baltic Sea, the forests and the field – Rocko Schamoni describes
all of this in his novel with a large measure of empathy. We made sure that this honest
romantic view of nature finds expression in the film as well.
My personal connection to the novel was the theme of friendship. What does it mean
when you’re young and you set out to take off together? And then to realize that after
this one great summer that the others don’t really want to keep going, that they’ve
opted for the comfort zone, keeping themselves busy with the girlfriend, the education
or the drug career? Roddy wants to keep going. He is far too curious to stop now. But to
do that he is forced to make some sacrifices – and even leave his friends behind. This
is the central theme of the film for me.
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LARS JESSEN DIRECTOR

After completing his graduate degree in History, Politics and Philosophy, Lars Jessen
began his film directing studies at the Academy of Media Arts in Cologne, Germany,
where he worked with the likes of Horst Königstein, Alfred Biolek and Istvan Szabo.
He graduated with the documentary film LÜBKE – IN SEARCH OF PRESIDENT HEINRICH
LÜBKE. After a directing internship on the set of LINDENSTRASSE and several projects
where he worked as an assistant director for George Moorse, Lars Jessen finally took
on the challenge of directing. Since then, he has directed numerous television productions which include more than 20 episodes of the ARD series GROSSSTADTREVIER,
as well as TATORT, DOPPELTER EINSATZ, DER DICKE and many more. He also wrote the
scripts for several of these productions. He achieved great success with his cinema
feature film THE DAY BOBBY EWING DIED, which ran at several film festivals around
the world including Buenos Aires, Washington, Calcutta and Seoul as well as at the
Cannes International Film Festival. The film was also awarded the Max Ophüls Prize.
His current film is DORFPUNKS, a film adaptation of the same named novel by Rocko
Schamoni.
FILMOGRAPHY: 2008 DIE SCHIMMELREITER / 2008 DORFPUNKS /// 2004 AM TAG ALS
BOBBY EWING STARB /// LÜBKE – EINE SUCHE NACH DEM BUNDESPRÄSIDENTEN
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